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Abstract 

 

Standardization is Organizing and showcasing a manufacturing firm’s product or potentially benefits 

abroad are confronted with the choice of whether to institutionalize or adjust their product variants 

which simply means “one size fits all” method (Lundeteg, 2012). As industrial revolution was in peak 

many manufacturing industries around the world moved from mass production to mass customization. 

As per then, customers need was to gain a desirable product even if the lead time was higher than of 

buying a common product which everyone has. 

Main aim of the study is to re implement mass production in a firm where mass customization was 

adopted decades ago. As there are two categories of customers supporting both customized 

production and mass production, they need to adopt an innovative way without losing both types of 

customers. This report consist of the ways standardized production was done in the case company 

without affecting both types of customers and by decreasing lead time which was their main problem. 

The report consist detailed description of methods adopted for analyzing and how standardized 

production is effectively incorporated with customized production. Report also consist of quantitative 

data and qualitative literature support for analyzing and creating simulation model. 

Case study was also aiming at production systems in the company to understand the productions in 

deeper manner and how the new system could be effectively implemented in current situation. New 

proposal for standardized production was done based on the detailed study of factory layout and the 

products were proposed after detailed analysis of the quantitative data. Study was mainly 

concentrated on quantitative sales data analysis as the production is done base on make to stock and 

the customization is just done in cutting section. Analysis and simulation model creation was done in 

excel as the internal documents were done in excel and complex operations also is possible in excel. 
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1 Introduction  

 

In this introduction chapter the research topic is introduced by including background, problem 

statement, aim and research questions which are detailed and concluded with the explanation 

of delimitation and outline of thesis. 

 

1.1 Background 

In recent production scenario industries are thriving to change production pattern from mass 

production to mass customization to produce goods for customer preference, as they were not 

satisfied with standard product with shorter lead time (Onyeocha et al., 2015). In the meantime, 

intense market competition, altered customer demands and new available machinery makes 

customer satisfaction and competitive priority rule the market. As the result companies are 

forced to follow competitive priority instead of primitive management techniques. “Since the 

customer satisfaction is the best indicator for the company’s future, the company should be able 

to efficiently design, develop and manufacture products that will be preferred by customers 

over those offered by competitors (Nahm et al., 2012, p.1590).” “Competitive priority in 

production firm can be defined as strategic planning on implementing a change which could 

enhance the firms position in market, which means what extra a manufacturing firms can 

provide to impress customers and improve sales than other similar firms (Prajogo & 

McDermott, 2011, p. 467).” In the beginning customers were satisfied with standardized 

products, low cost and JIT which later on overtook by customized products with longer lead 

time and high cost, but now the condition changed as the competing firms are trying to 

implement mixed model production so that they could provide customized products within 

shorter lead time and low cost (Phusavat & Kanchana, 2008). 

Mass customization is a organized method of minimizing waste and other non-value adding 

attributes and increasing productivity and performances, it will also increase customer 

satisfaction which in turns lead to profit (Onyeocha et al., 2015). Mass customization is one of 

the main challenges facing by production management in which manufactures are providing 

wide range of choice by keeping raw materials and production costs very low. Though the 

customers are happy with wide variety they still want their orders within shorter lead time which 

is practically impossible for manufacturers with high mix product variants. In this scenario 

overcoming tradeoff between customization and standardization and delivering high variants 

of product in less time, money and in high capacity is a competitive advantage against 

challengers which will further lead to success (Porter, 1996). 

It is also very difficult to implement lean in the production where high product variants are 

manufactured so the manufacturing system need to produce intermediate products in constant 

rate so that further processing also will be carried out in same rate (Brunoe & Nielsen, 2016). 

In cooperating both standardized and customized products in product family is the most modern 

solution to overcome the situation as the customers still need customized products and shorter 

lead time (M. Doriza et al., 2012). If there are more product variants in a production system, 



doing small adjustment in products so that it might be desirable to customers which is basically 

done in product standardization, but not with every product variety and by introducing batch 

cutting system with customized production they can reduce variability and periodic production 

will bring stability to the production thus by lead time the customers will be reduced (Brunoe 

& Nielsen, 2016). 

 

1.2 Problem statement 

Considering global market many manufacturing firms are striving with longer lead time 

problem after introducing mass customization and implementing lean is also a tough task in this 

high variant environment (Bhattacharya et al.,1997). Providing high variant of product is 

appreciable as the concept of giving importance to customers but providing customers desirable 

products with long lead time and it doesn’t mean much to customers then the mass 

customization is bad (MacDuffie et al., 1996). The main thing to be analyzed before 

implementing standardization is checking the customer value for the type of production, 

manufacturing goods and innovative products are the two variety of products available in 

market in which innovative products like fashion have high customer value and they are ready 

to wait even if lead time is high and manufacturing goods are not fancy which will be gradually 

affected by lead time problems (Ghantous, 2008). 

Moelven Töreboda came into mass customization decades ago, they produce glulam beams in 

different cross-sectional dimensions and they will be further cut into demanded length by 

customers. As the demand for customization was getting higher Moelven succeeded in their 

plans. Though the time for cutting beams to specific dimension used to take much higher lead 

time, they succeeded to an extend in delivering goods in good quality. In between some other 

company in the market started selling standard length beams with much cheaper price and 

offered faster delivery. This competitive priority made Moelven forced to produce standard 

length beams in lower price. Study was mainly concentrated on analyzing the sales data and 

find out the standard lengths which should be manufactured in each dimension. A simulation 

model must be made to analyze different volume scenarios when combining batch production 

into customized production. Model must in cooperate standard products, standard length, 

volume scenarios and warehouse management. Thus, by installing batch cutting machine may 

decrease the lead time to customers.  

1.3 Purpose and research questions 

The purpose of the thesis is to gradually implement standardized production in high mix low 

volume production for reducing lead time to customer in the glulam manufacturing industry. 

 

For the further study purpose is divided into two individual research questions which will be 

answered according to the studies we are going to conduct. 

 

RQ1: What standard length of products can be appropriate glulam industry while introducing 

standardized production?  



 

RQ2: “How can the volume shift be predicted while introducing standardized production in 

current mass customized production? 

 

The study deals with product standardization in highly customized production. the task is to 

make a changeover from high mix low volume production to low mix high volume production.  

Production models of this glulam manufacturing industry is cut to order method and 

customization for each customer. The study shows how the product standardization should be 

done from high mix type Glulam production and how can the inventory should be managed in 

warehouse after introducing product standardization with cut to order type production. 

1.4 Delimitations 

In this research study will be conducted only in a glulam manufacturing company where the 

production is going on wide range of customization. Study is mainly concentrating on 

warehouse where they store finished goods and the cutting is going on, main production line 

and scheduling for production will be eliminated. Research will be carried out to reduce lead 

time to customer from this warehouse by standardizing products so supply chain aspects also 

will get neglected. 

 

1.5 Thesis outline 

Chapter 1 Introduction  

In this introduction chapter the research topic is introduced by including background, problem 

statement, aim and research questions which are detailed and concluded with the explanation 

of delimitation and outline of thesis. 

Chapter 2 Theoretical Framework 

This chapter includes the theoretical background related to research topic. This chapter is base 

of the study which explains previous knowledge in this area of study and to relate the base 

theories with findings. 

Chapter 3 Method and implementation 

This chapter emphasize on which methods are adopted for conducting study and answering 

both research questions. Chapter starts with research approach, research design, research 

process, analysis and checking validity and reliability. 

Chapter 4 Empirical Findings and Analysis 

This chapter represents the findings and analysis for both research questions solutions. The 

present situation is described in the beginning and then the analysis of data will be presented 

and finally summed up with explanation of simulation model made for second research 

question. 



 

 

Chapter 5 Discussion 

In this chapter discussion of the findings are explained. The methods used to reach the results 

were also discussed in this chapter. Following this the answering of research questions were 

also done individually. 

Chapter 6 Conclusion 

In this chapter conclusion is presented for the study and followed by the future possibilities of 

research. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

2 Theoretical Framework 

                                                                                                                                                             

This chapter includes the theoretical background related to research topic. This chapter is base 

of the study which explains previous knowledge in this area of study and to relate the base 

theories with findings. 

 

2.1 Competitive priority 

Competitive priority in production firm can be defined as strategic planning on implementing 

a change on certain manufacturing capabilities which could improve market position of the 

firm. These manufacturing capabilities includes production process, capacity, technology, 

planning, and control (Skinner, 1969; Hayes & Wheelwright, 1984). Competitive priority can 

be explained as emphasizing a most important manufacturing capability for organization and 

this can be classified in four variety of parts which are quality, performance in delivery, 

flexibility and factor of cost minimization (Hayes & Wheelwright, 1984). Manufacturing 

strategy researchers have only one opinion about CP which are price, quality, delivery and 

flexibility are the four-important dimension of CP (Chi et al., 2009; Skinner, 1978; Kathuria et 

al., 2010; Awwad et al., 2013; Bulak & Turkyilmaz, 2014). In addition to the basic 4 CP, 

customer focus and know-how was also added by some manufacturing companies (Phusavat & 

Kanchana, 2007). According to Slack and Lewis performance objectives are categorized into 5 

parts which are quality, cost, dependability, speed, and flexibility (Slack & Lewis, 2011). Most 

researchers consider there is a link between manufacturing strategies and market requirements 

(Hill, 2000; Slack & Lewis, 2002). For a normal manufacturing firm, it is quite difficult to 

achieve all those dimensions together while implementing success (Mady, 2008). As the studies 

indicates the competitive priorities of a firm is mostly done by the combine thought of board 

members and finalize which is most important for the firm, however adopting different CP in 

different firms is not only possible but also important to achieve market requirements (Kathuria 

et al., 2010). There is an underlying diversity in selecting CP in both manufacturing and service 

firms mainly based on their output and the customer satisfaction, which are tangible and 

intangible set of competitive priority respectively (Berry & Bendapudi, 2007). Manufacturing 

industries will take care for tangible outputs like color, size, shape and weight while service 

sector will emphasize on intangible output which we cannot be recognizable. Tradition and 

culture will also affect the CP, according to Chi quality, delivery and flexibility were completely 

avoided from competitive priorities in china traditionally where as they concentrate just in low 

cost priorities (Chi, 2015). Avella and Vázquez‐Bustelo (2010) conducted study and found out 

the second generation of CP which include 5 dimensions as basic structure quality, delivery, 

flexibility, cost and environmental concern. Order winning are considered as the important 

criteria to differentiate a manufacturer from its competitor even though it’s a rough method, 

more precise is to rank requirements by relative weight (Hill, 2000). By ensuring the 

environmental and internal fit of firm operational performance will improve ( Hayes & 

Wheelwright, 1984; Hill, 2000). As per the recent production scenario the global market is 



concerned about the environmental change, so it became a customer requirement and 

transformed into competitive priority of the company, moreover its seen from the history that 

companies with less internal and external fit gradually fail in market competition (Vivares-

Vergara et al., 2016). We can only define the competitive priority implemented was appropriate 

if the direction of growth is correct (Phusavat & Kanchana, 2008). 
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cost x x x x x x x x x 

quality x x x x x x x x x 

delivery x x x x x x x x x 

flexibility x x  x x x x x x 

dependabili

ty 

 x        

innovativen

ess 

  x x      

Environme

nt 

protection 

x       x  

Customer 

focus 

x  x x      

Table 1 : Analysis of competitive priorities in different studies 

 

2.2 Mass production and mass customization 

In this chapter we are concentrating on the previous studies concentrating both mass 

production and mass customization. Opinion about both from different authors are presented 

to compare high varience low volume production and standardized production. 

2.2.1 High variance Low volume 

Mass customization is defined as the capacity of a firm to provide its customers customized 

products to satisfy their individual requirements within low cost (Wang et al., 2016). The main 

noticeable feature of mass customization is the consumers direct involvement in designing the 

product according to their needs (Ogawa & Piller, 2006). Mass customization is an organized 

method of minimizing waste and other non-value adding attributes and increasing productivity 

and performances, it will also increase customer satisfaction which in turns lead to profit 

(Onyeocha et al., 2015). Customers are almost directly involved in this kind of production, so 

the productivity and quality will be high. Benefit of manufacturing firms following mass 



customization are by reducing cost of transport and individual customer satisfaction by 

providing highly value-added service (Grenci & Watts, 2007; Jiao et al., 2003). The fact that 

mass customization is the prominent strategy used by manufacturing firms to bring maximum 

consumer satisfaction and affirming their role as manufacture in rapidly growing and 

technologically competing global market (Daaboul et al., 2011). The new production archetype 

are carried over by global market challenge and newly evolving social needs (Koren, 2010) 

However, over complexity in product design and variants will influence negatively in 

manufacturing industries (Brunoe & Nielsen, 2016). To implement mass customization, it 

requires collective effort in many other field other than customer requirements, such as supply 

chain management, customer relationship management, cost factors and process management 

(Bernard & Tichkiewitch, 2008).  

 

2.2.2 standardized production 

According to reviewed literatures standardization is setting up similar characteristics for similar 

products or production and according to Lundeteg, A. (2012) standardization means “one size 

fits all” method and organizations showcasing their product or potentially benefits abroad are 

confronted with the choice of whether to institutionalize or adjust their product variants. As per 

Toyota production system main purpose of the product standardization is the base for Kanban 

(Liker & Meier 2005). As per their system product standardization. This choice concerns firms 

beginning to showcase their items in remote nations and in addition those effectively working 

universally and is thinking about venturing into further markets. By doing standardization in a 

manufacturing firm will not only makes the product and production standardized but also opens 

up a new method for doing things which in turns lead to develop better standards and he also 

emphasize by doing product and process standardization will reduce both physical and mental 

workload in an organization (Tommelein et al., 2008). The institutionalization of items 

crosswise over societies is progressively turning into a vital issue that the chiefs of worldwide 

firms are today confronting. As global promoting in the 21st century gets critical research 

consideration, it appears the cost advantages and organization of institutionalization systems 

has rearranged the worldwide showcasing approach and in addition being an appealing decision 

for some organizations (M. Doriza et.al. 2012). Moreover “use of multiples of the same product 

helps to alleviate matching problems, simplifies all handling, eases installation, allows for risk 

pooling and promotes learning (Tommelein et al., 2008, p.618).” Standardization will improve 

production flow which includes flow of product through company and customer, in addition to 

that companies will gain profit by sharing modules for common manufacturing process which 

later will lead to reduction of manufacturing cost (Vitasek et al. 2005). For last 5 decades there 

was a common question arise in international market was whether to standardize or not, even 

there are lot of positive and negative feedback (Ghantous, 2008). While considering 

international market manufacturing firms adopted both standardized and customized products 

and it seems like low price and easiness to manage made many to get attracted to standardized 

production. The standardization is easily possible and successful if the order could be easily 

multiplied and by standardizing offers which is very cost effective (Wallgren, 2007). 

2.3 Batch production 



Batch production is defined by American Production and Inventory Control Society (APICS) 

“Form of manufacturing in which the job passes through the functional departments in lots or 

batches and each lot may have a different routing.” A process is considered to a batch in nature 

if, physical structure of the process equipment or due to other factors, the process consists of a 

sequence of one or more steps that must be performed in a defined order. The completion of 

this sequence of steps creates a finite quantity of finished products. If more of the products is 

to be created, the sequence must be repeated. The interest in batch process has increased due to 

the higher demand on customer – driven production and flexibility. The reason for this batch 

production is very effective with production that include much lower equipment process and 

inexpensive storage (C. Johansson, 1999). 

 
 

 

                                  Figure 1 :Classifications of production system 

According to Hermann Lödding there are three ways to optimize the batch flow.  

 “Arrange the inputs with similar batch types: batch should be coordinated by 

production team so as the collection and release time of the products will be reduced. 

Arrival point of the batch workstation should be near to another work station so as the 

less frequent products also can be produced in a flow. 

 Reducing preparation time: Like the setup times of normal workstations, the 

preparation time for batch workstations can be reduced through technical and 

organizational measures. 

 Reducing the batch size: Reducing the batch size is a very effective means of minimizing 



the disadvantage of lot-wise productions. In view of the logistic objectives for example, 

two small ovens are preferred over one large oven. The advantages here are shorter 

collection times, frequently shorter preparation times and a more constant load on 

downstream workstations. If workstations access a common queue, the required WIP 

buffer is also reduced (Lödding, 2011, p 8).” 

According to Xia et al. (2015) manufacturing limited number of product variant’s after certain 

intervals and stored in warehouse for further sales. When a wide variety of products needed to 

produce but the market doesn’t demand an individual line for every product batch production 

is used. Here similar types of products are grouped together and made as different batches so 

that there won’t be much adjustment done in machines for separate batches. Moreover, the 

machines with similar working structure will also be grouped together so that production will 

run smoothly (Lödding, 2011). 

 
                          Figure 2 : Batch production layout 

 

2.4 Lean production 

Lean production is an incorporated socio-technical framework whose fundamental goal is to 

wipe out waste by simultaneously diminishing or limiting supplier, client, and internal 

inconstancy. According to researchers lean starts with aiming two factors i.e. proving better 

customer satisfaction with less utilization of resources (Howell, 1999). The impact of demand 

inconstancy can pass through the whole production process and make devastating routine 

production plan. Lean is the reduction of over production and inventory so as the production 

could be run smoothly without any delay and doing diverse production (Stratton & Warbutton, 

2003). To counter the impacts of interest changeability, lean production concentrates on takt-

time, a measure of the amount of production required to take care of client demand, and 

production smoothing systems, like, "heijunka" to adjust to the changing interest. If the demand 

is uncertain lean is the most appropriate way to do production (Waddington et al., 2001).  

Demand administration may likewise be utilized to smooth variations in patterns of interest 

after some time interims. Accordingly, the larger philosophical basis for waste reduction is 

proficient through an assortment of commonly strengthening practices/instruments which serve 

to diminish waste in particular ways (Monden, 1981). 

 

2.4.1 Continuous improvement 

The main aim of standardized work is to accomplish a task with best possible way, transferring 

knowledge which means information transparency and to create new standards with continuous 



improvement (Goldsby & Martichenko, 2005) and to attain sustainable success standardization 

is the unavoidable part in continuous improvement. Liker, (2004) states that there is very limited 

possibility of continuous improvement until either the process or product is standardized. He 

also stated that manufacturing firm should do standardization before starting continuous 

improvement. Lean Enterprise Institute, (2003) also emphasize three important key features to 

be observed before doing continuous improvement which are takt time, a perfect work 

procedure in which the operator can finish his task within takt time and inventory 

standardization which helps the operations runs smoothly which include standardized 

machinery. “The lean production practice that protects the producer from variability in the 

sequence of jobs to be processed is heijunka – an approach which is increasingly gaining 

interest, a method that tries to harmonize the process by establishing periodic production 

sequences (cyclic scheduling) (P. Korytkowzki et.al., 2013, p.12).” 

 

2.4.2 Production levelling 

The idea of heijunka—controlling the fluctuation of the occupation handling arrangement to 

allow higher limit use—assumes a vital part in lean creation hypothesis. Production levelling is 

the main technique which cannot be avoided in lean manufacturing. Production levelling is a 

technique to remove unevenness in production which helps in removing wastes. Main purpose 

of heijunka is to avoid fluctuation either in production or in demand. “Heijunka is a key element 

of the Toyota production system which levels the release of production Kanban’s in order to 

achieve an even production flow over all possible types of products, thus, e.g. reducing the 

bullwhip effect (J. Matzka et al., 2009, p. 7).” If there are more product variants in a production 

system, doing small adjustment in products so that it might be desirable to customers which is 

basically done in product standardization. “The lean production practice that protects the 

producer from variability in the sequence of jobs to be processed is heijunka – an approach 

which is increasingly gaining interest, a method that tries to harmonize the process by 

establishing periodic production sequences (cyclic scheduling) (P. Korytkowzki et al., 2013, 

p.12).” In circumstances where the client characterizes the conveyance arrangement, in any 

case, scheduling production to expand use turns out to be even more difficult and requires an 

ensuing reordering. The cost of the additional work and space required by this reordering should 

be exchanged off against the estimation of the higher use (A. Huttmeir et al. 2009). By creating 

each item during each applicable time allotment, lead time is diminished and the business is 

nearer to meeting "real" demand. Accomplishing smooth and reliable operations can challenge 

if internal operations are not appropriately coordinated to external demand. Also, most 

organizations are not set up to deal with such changes and therefore regularly get ready for peak 

production by building high inventories to keep operations from setting inactive. Even though 

this approach can have a smoothing impact on inward operations as it is costly. Production 

leveling regularly underscore minor viewpoints inside assembling as opposed to understanding 

the basic components of production leveling that are frequently outside of production and 

operations. 

 

 

 



2.4.3 Wastes in production 

Lean is defined as delivering standard and stabilized products with maximum elimination of 

waste and with low price in most efficient way (Stratton & Warbutton, 2003). Srinivasan also 

mention about the benefits which manufacturing firm is going to achieve after reducing these 

wastes, “It reduces lead times and makes the enterprise more flexible and responsive. 

Elimination of wasteful activities frees up resources for deployment elsewhere in business. 

Lean thinking thus facilitates a growth strategy (Srinivasan, 2004, p. 8).” There are seven major 

wastes according to Taylor and Brund in a factory which are, 

 overproduction,  

 waiting,  

 transport,  

 inappropriate processing,  

 excess inventory,  

 unnecessary motion 

 defects 

According to them excessive lead time and warehouse handling time are aftereffects of over 

production (Taylor & Brund, 2001). But Liker has different view point, increased number of 

workers is the reason for over production and excess inventory is the main reason for increased 

transportation cost and storage (Liker, 2004). Taylor and Brund emphasize reasons for 

overproduction which are "Width and product changes, lack of modeling –seen as a result of 

not enough work undertaken at feasibility stage and the constraints around this part of the 

process. Large trial tonnages, production record attempts, machine limitations, campaigns 

(laying down stock to run minimum batch quantities), just in case mentality and make to stock 

– all resulting in excess product and much of which was affected by the order fulfillment 

process. Customer change of mind, order input errors resulting in incorrect information (Taylor 

& Brund, 2001, p. 272).” Waste formed by unnecessary movement or motion is completely 

ergonomic issue, according to Srinivasan these wastes are formed when working environment 

setup is improper so that workers need to give extra effort for looking, reaching, bending and 

likely motions. He also clearly depicts about waste formed due to defects, it’s not only 

consisting of raw material for defected product but also will take time for rework, inspection 

and replacement which will further lead to take time, money and raw materials (Srinivasan, 

2004). Waste of waiting occurs due to inappropriate planning which will lead to lose the flow 

of supply chain and waste due to transport will occur mainly because of distance, raw material 

and finished product flow to in and out of the factory and warehouse (Liker 2004). He also 

mentions about inappropriate processing; these kinds of wastes are formed by inefficient tool 

and complicated product design which in turns lead to longer lead time. As per Liker (2004) 

excessive inventory is mainly affecting customers, the problem causing are longer lead time, 

defected products, transportation price and warehouse storage cost.  

 

2.4.4 Product characteristics  

Implementing lean is basic idea of maximum removal of waste, by adapting best possible 

product design wastes like production cost, production time, errors and resource utilization can 

be reduced. If there are more product variants in a production system, doing small adjustment 



in products so that it might be desirable to customers which is basically done in product 

standardization (J. Matzka et al.2009). An organization can achieve lean by reducing so many 

factors such as lead time, cost, flexibility, scheduling time and increasing efficiency (Huang et 

al., 2002) and creating a substantial product with longer life cycle. “Being a low-cost item, 

globally manufactured, with highly predictable patterns, profitability, can be achieved only by 

minimizing cost and employing a level schedule over the entire supply chain; thus, justifying 

the use of an LSC (Huang et al., 2002, p. 194).” According to Christopher lean philosophy will 

be best suitable for high volume and low variety type of predictable production. “Commodities 

that are basic products, such as tinned soups, have relatively long life cycles and low demand 

uncertainty due to the fact that they tend to be well- established products with a known 

consumption pattern. The driving force for product supply chain is therefore cost reduction 

(Christopher, 2000, p. 4063).” products must be suitable for lean so that scheduling of 

production can be done even if demand is unpredictable (Suzaki, 1987). 

2.5 Production Planning Demand uncertainty. 

Stratton and Warbutton clearly explains the difference between uncertain products and certain 

products, products which are stable in market and can last longer is certain products and the 

products which are innovative and new will come under uncertain product (Stratton & 

Warbutton, 2003). They also provided with some major difference these two-category face in 

market, stable product will maintain their market by competing with low cost and innovative 

products in fashion are competing with time for delivery. To explain uncertainty Crum and 

Palmaiter asked some questions in their article “Is information, which enables making a precise 

enough decision about future demand, clearly known? Is basic information lacking, which 

makes it difficult to know the true demand picture with a high degree of certainty? Is 

information known but additional detail required for greater clarity? Are there multiple factors 

whose outcomes are unknown and interdependent, which create such a high degree of 

ambiguity that it is extremely difficult to judge what will happen in the future? (Crum & 

Palmaiter, 2003, p. 135).” Uncertainty is defined as an idea which is not stable or fixed and will 

be lot of doubts in the concept, and demand uncertainty is when there is no knowledge about 

demand and customer forecasting is nearly impossible (Clampitt et al. 2001). “Demand 

uncertainty is often a measure of the coefficient of variation (CV). In manufacturing planning 

and control (MPC), CV is the ratio of the demand standard deviation to the demand average 

and also the ratio of the standard deviation of the order arrival rate and the average arrival rate. 

The higher the CV is, the greater the degree of uncertainty (McWilliams and Tetteh, 2009, p. 

1).” If demand is uncertain it is very difficult to implement a constant plan to follow throughout 

the production period (Zäpfel 1998). To tackle situations like uncertain demands the customer 

order driven production could be used but in other hand the manufacturing system should have 

economic background to cope up with uncertain demands and in those situation, there must be 

individual strategy for each product is needed to overcome the situation (Zäpfel 1998). 

According to Fisher implementing efficient production system and shorter lead time products 

enables the firm to response immediately to uncertain demands (Fisher et al., 1994). In Crum 

and Palmaiter article there are 9 key points to avoid uncertainty. 

 “By exploring additional and existing information about demand.  



 Different marketing and sales strategies can be used to develop scenarios in order to 

determine demand plan options.  

 For particular product lines, planning tactics can be developed based on demand 

volume versus demand variability.  

 If possible, product lines can be rationalized and simplified.  

 The products with highly variable demand need more time and consideration from sales, 

marketing in planning demand.  

 Project-based businesses can exploit a planning methodology. The methodology 

includes go/no-go decisions regarding particular products either to be included.  

 Planning strategies must be developed to pool risk.  

 Transporting safety inventory, unstable customer lead time, and developing flexible 

production system and design capacity, such strategies must be defined for buffering 

against uncertainty.  

 Senior level management must take decisions in order to manage risk since cost and 

risk are involved in managing uncertainty (Crum & Palmaiter, 2003, p. 17).”  

There are two ways to reduce uncertainty first one is forecasting demands for production and 

second one is reducing complexity in product design and production process (Zäpfel, 1998). To 

reduce uncertainty in production Clampitt brought 5 methods which are gut instinct, authorities, 

experience, reasoning and testing. 

 

Method  

 

Benefits  limitations Tolerance of 

uncertainty 

Effort level 

Gut instincts  

 

Is expedient  

 

Knowledge is 

limited  

low low 

 Is low cost  

 

May be difficult 

to verify notions  

  

 Is spontaneous  May legitimize 

prejudice  

  

Authorities  

 

Is expedient  Is only one 

viewpoint  

low low 

 Encourages 

development of 

specialized 

expertise  

Authority may 

feel compelled 

to „‟know it 

all‟‟  

  

 Frees us from 

becoming a 

master of all 

trades  

Authority may 

venture beyond 

field of expertise  

  



Experiences  

 

Is expedient  

 

Experiences 

may be limited  

Average Average 

 Is universal 

(everyone has 

them)  

Experiences 

may be 

misinterpreted  

  

Reasoning  

 

Is more 

analytical and 

thoughtful  

Takes time and 

effort  

High  

 

High  

 

 Is not based on 

prejudice or 

stereotype  

Data may be 

missing or 

nonexistent  

  

  Methods may be 

flawed  

  

Testing  

 

Is objective  Takes time and 

effort  

High High 

 Is open to 

scrutiny  

 

Requires some 

level of 

expertise  

  

 Can be verified Results may be 

difficult to 

interpret  

  

  Methods may be 

flawed  

  

Table 2 : Method of creating Certainty. Source: Embracing Uncertainty: The Essence of Leadership 

(Clampitt et al., 2001, p. 47). 

2.6 Customer variability 
 

Customers are considered as the most important part in service industry, which has more impact 

on direct involvement and staff’s performance more than of normal structure and system (Lewis 

& Gabrielsen, 1998). But the roles of customers while consuming goods and pre-consumption 

stages were unknown to the world (Webb, 2000). As the customers are integral part of 

manufacturing industry they will introduce variability in their preference based on their 

experience and firms are compelled to take measures to manage these variabilities (Zeithaml et 
al.,  1993). There were few researches based on customer variability from which Fitzsimmons 

& Fitzsimmons, (2008) and Frei, (2006) gives detailed explanations. Consumers are choosing 

specific industry for buying and arriving there with specific demands and prospect based on 

that arrival variability, demand variability and preference variability are explained  

(Fitzsimmons & Fitzsimmons, 2008). But according to Frei (2006) customers have unavoidable 

roles in service industries such as inclusion of variable knowledge, experience, willingness and 

motivation (Frei, 2006). Based on this Frei (2006) proposed 5 typologies of customer 

variability. 

 



“Arrival variability: customers wants service at different times which might not be convenient 

for manufactures. A simple solution for this is to make customers take appointments. But in 

many cases customers cannot delay their needs. 

 

Request variability: the needs and desires of customers differ; a single service package is 

unlikely to satisfy all customers. Solution for this is service provider needs to have a flexible 

operation system, which essentially means having more variety of equipment’s and employees 

with diverse skills.  

Capability variability: Customers vary in terms of knowledge, skill, physical abilities, and 

resources, while customers need to perform tasks during service provision. Some customers 

perform tasks easily and others require hand-holding. Capability variability becomes 

important when customers are active participants in the production and delivery of a service. 

Effort variability: Because customers differ in their willingness and capability to engage in 

co-production of services, they differ in terms of how much effort they apply to the task. 

When customers perform a role in a service delivery process, they differ in terms of the effort 

they put in performing the role. 

Subjective preference variability: Customers have different opinions about appropriate 

treatment in a service environment (Frei, 2006, p.18).” 

According to Fitzsimmon and Fitzsimmon a firm can manage customer introduced variability 

in two ways (1) company accommodate customer introduced variability (2) it reduces 

customer introduced variability (Fitzsimmon & Fitzsimmon, 2008). A company can reduce 

its request variability by reduction of product variants, which in turns will reduce complexity 

and will reduce the price. With the reduction of complexity in production it may also reduce 

service quality. Firms use reduction strategy will offer better price to customers which will 

attract customers even at the risk of inferior service experience (Fitzsimmon & Fitzsimmon 

2008). “Success of accommodation strategy is making customers pay more and learning 

about variants in customers and providing flexibility for customers to do adjustments by their 

own. Companies can accommodate customers introduced variability by hiring cheap 

workers, implementing automation and self-service (Yang, 2006, p.9).” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



3. Method and implementation 

This chapter emphasize on which methods are adopted for conducting study and answering 

both research questions. Chapter starts with research approach, research design, research 

process, analysis and checking validity and reliability 

 

3.1 Research design 

The research approach for this thesis was abductive. It can be explained as finding out the 

concept which is globally agreed and then research upon the same field to get a proper reason 

for the case problem. This can only start with observation as there is no relevant fact then further 

simplifies to the explanation. Abductive research is defined as the combination of deductive 

and inductive type of research (Patel & Davidson, 2003). In this thesis empirical data and theory 

was gathered and analyzed in an iterative manner as recommended in the abductive approach.  

First, the study began with a literature review to understand the problem and to formulate the 

purpose and research questions. Thereafter more literature were searched for in parallel with 

the empirical data collection. The data collection was conducted with both quantitative and 

qualitative techniques, see Figure 3. Using mixed kind of data to find out same result will be 

considered as triangulation. Qualitative data is used to analyze the true depth understanding of 

the concept and quantitative data is used for detailed analysis by comparing with qualitative 

data (Discroll et al.,2007). To answer the research questions the main data collection techniques 

included Literature Review, Observations, Focus Group, Interview, Time Study and Data 

Analysis.  

 

 

           

 

                          Figure 3 : Methodological approach (Steckler et al, 1992) 

The empirical data collection empirical data was done by combining two types of data. The first 

one was the type of data which is directly collected by the students, i.e. primary data and the 

next one was data collected by someone else, i.e. secondary data. Merging data from both 

primary and secondary type of research will increase the validity of the research. 

 

 

Quantitative 

Result 

Qualitative 



Case study  

The main method in this study was case study. “Since this research is an empirical enquiry that 

investigates a contemporary phenomenon within its real-life context, especially when the 

boundaries between phenomenon and context are not clear case study research is used (Yin 

1994, p.13).” Case study research can be used to explain hypothesis, development and testing 

of theories, which is the basic needs of this study i.e. product standardization and implementing 

batch cutting will decrease the lead time to customers (Cavaye 1996, pp. 234-236). Since the 

research deal with improving lead time to customers and making simulation model study and 

research questions can be answered by detailed empirical analysis, design of case study is in 

such a way that each research questions answers could be followed up to data collection stage 

of next question. Case study would be appropriate if the research questions could answer reason 

for standardization and its benefits i.e. implementing strategies to improve (Jennifer, 2011). 

This intended method helped us to analyze the problem which in turns transformed into research 

suggestion. based on this research plan theoretical framework and methodological design was 

also made. Literature study from articles, journals and books helped us a lot to make theoretical 

framework. Methodological part describes how the research has been done and what all 

techniques are used to attain final results. 

3.2 Research Process 

Literature review was the first section of the study, the detailed analysis of the problem was 

done in literature to find out the scope for study and then scope is analyzed, and planning is 

done. In the planning section the background for the study is formulated and then retrieving of 

the purpose and research questions is done. Then based on the literature study theoretical 

framework was formulated so as to get a base for the further research and to give reference for 

the content. Based on the reviewed articles and the problem description framework is made. 

Then the methodological part is formulated, in this section the detailed explanation of the 

method the study requires were explained and how it must be performed is described. Case 

study is done in the single company. As part of that study requires is to perform the 

methodologies so as the data retrieval could be done. Then the next section is analysis of data 

need to be done. Excel is used to sort out data’s for both research question. Then the qualitative 

and quantitative data analysis is done forwarded finding out the standard product and their 

volume is found and with making a simulation model in excel study result could be concluded 

as the analysis of the volume scenario could be performed. Study ends with the discussion of 

answers to the research question and concluded with explaining the scope for the further 

research.  

3.2.1 Research Techniques 

Various data collection techniques were adopted in the research to reach final results and 

conclusion. Case study conducted in the company is to mainly collect the empirical data to 

analyze and further develop a simulation model to answer RQ2. In this research purpose was 

divided into two research questions.  



RQ1 will be answered by detailed analysis of sales data for at least past two years. Microsoft 

Excel will be used to analyze these data in two steps. Since this is glulam manufacturing 

industry most sold product should be categorized based on the total length sold. So, in first 

section of analysis top most grossing product dimension from the whole data should be sorted 

out. In the second section of analysis length in exact millimeter will be categorized into round 

figures and then based on analysis categorization should be done to find out standard 

measurements in each product. Semi structured Interviews should be conducted in sales 

department to find out the frequency of the sales, fluctuation in each product variants and extra 

missing details which should be added in product standardization. 

RQ 2 can be answered after finding the results of research question one. to answer first part i.e. 

volume scenarios the data got from data analysis i.e. standard lengths of most grossing products 

is needed. After that the percentage of the standard length sold in previous years should be 

found. Then the excel model is created using formulas by combining all the data’s got from 

answering research question one. Model must contain different scenarios which could answer 

how many number of pieces should be produced from certain amount of lengths. From this by 

adding complex formulas create a bridge between number of pieces and calculate the volume 

of each standard length which should be kept on each warehouse can be found out.  

RQ Literature 

review 

Observation Focus 

group 

Interview Time 

study 

Data 

analysis 

Simulation 

model 

1 x x x x x x  

2 x x x   x x 

Table 3: Methodological approach for research questions 

Literature Review 

Literature review was used to collect literature to get knowledge about the topics in this thesis. 

Databases used to identify and collect data were Primo at Jonkoping University as well as 

Scopus, Google Scholar and Science direct. Key words were selected based on scope of 

Literature reviews were conducted separately for each research question by selecting 

appropriate keywords. However, the literature review for RQ1 and RQ2 followed the same 

steps. The main keywords used was Competitive priority, Mass production, mass 

customization, Batch production, product standardization, Continuous improvement, 

Production levelling, Wastes in production, Product characteristics, Production Planning and 

Demand uncertainty. Keywords were arranged properly in order to attain articles based on these 

literatures. To conduct this study, it was very important to have a previous knowledge on this 

topic. Which include history of product standardization and from that how the manufacturing 

world adopted mass customization. To gain the articles which are more related to the topic the 

keywords are combined and searched in databases. As a start product standardization and 

production levelling were searched and sorted out. Reading names and reading abstract of 

relevant articles was the adopted techniques for sorting relevant articles. The next step followed 



for collecting literatures was finding relevant references from the paper and finding related 

articles from databases. 

Observations 

Observing what people in the system do was essential to understand the behavioral tendencies 

and natural settings of the system, proper observation of the current system is the basis of this 

change. There are 4 different ways to do observation libitum, focal, scan and behavior. In this 

thesis focal observation was chosen as a data collection technique to study the cutting of the 

beams. As the name implies focal is a method of choosing a person or a group for studying 

specific area in case company for a specific set of intervals (Kelleher 1993). Two observations 

were conducted in this study 

For Rq1 Observation was conducted in the factory to understand the production process and to 

understand the lead time. During the observation, a worker gave a detailed overview of the 

production. Cutting section in the production was only subjected for detailed observation as the 

method was focal observation as mentioned before. During this observation to study the cutting 

of beams time consumed for setup and custom cutting was identified. Product handling was 

also observed in the order placing section in order to understand the time consumption for 

material handling.  

For RQ2 observation was done almost similar to RQ1. Other than the first introduction walk 

through observation was done to analyze what all difference will occur with volume shifts. A 

strict study about warehouses and its measurement was studied and how the volume shift could 

affect the warehousing and material handling was understood. Extra space in the cutting section 

was analyzed and possibilities of material handling of standard products from the same ware 

house also observed. Possibilities of setting up batch cutting section was one of the prominent 

priorities in observations. 

Focus Group 

Focus group is a technique for data collection in specific area, and discussion is conducted with 

selected members of maximum 8 to 12 people to obtain their view point to specific area under 

permissive and comfortable environment with the guidance of moderator. (Stewart et al., 2007). 

A focus group can be set up by following 5 sequential steps (Williamson, 2002). First one is 

choosing participants who are apt to answer research questions. Second is use maximum 

possible influence and contact to find suitable persons. Third is to arrange a suitable venue 

which can be centrally located or most convenient for everyone and easy to find. Fourth is 

deciding the time period for interview and inform everyone. Fifth is to carefully analyze and 

prepare the questions going to ask there is always a chance that individual will answer the 

beginning questions carefully and lose their concentration for the later ones. According to the 

census the use of focus groups in qualitative market studies has been increased steadily from 

1970 and today’s market research claims to spend 80 percent of their expenditure on qualitative 

research on focus group (Wellner, 2003). Focus group or in-depth interviews are very useful to 



study and collect data from the group of workers related to cutting machine. Two focus group 

discussions were conducted to collect data in this thesis.  

 Rq1: The first focus group aimed at identifying the need of product Standardization. The focus 

group discussion lasted for 90 minutes and consisted of 5 employees, see Table 4. An employee 

from cutting section to understand the processes, a member from scheduling team, team leader 

of cutting section was included in the team for their knowledge of the production. Members 

from shop floor were included to know about product standardization from their experience 

Production manager and sales manager were also included to get a detailed overview of 

production and its after effects in management and company as well as market issues. Question 

were asked about the implementation of standardization and batch cutting. 

 

FOCUS GROUP (90 min) 

Position Responsible 

Production manager Production  

Employee Cutting section 

Scheduling team member Schedulin production 

Team leader  Delivery and cutting section 

Sales manager Company sales 

                           Table 4: Focus group 1 structure 

The second focus group discussion aimed at collecting data for RQ2. Here focus group study 

was conducted to understand basic needs which should be included in simulation. Brain 

storming with focus group was the main agenda to understand the possibilities of making 

simulation and which all features should be included in simulation. The members of focus group 

were selected based on their experience in management and sales of particular length products, 

see Table 5.CEO, marketing manager and sales manager were included to get clarity of sales 

and marketing trends in similar firms. Where production manager and scheduling team member 

included in order to identify the features to be included when the new standardized production 

is incorporated with customized production. Their valuable suggestion helped this study a lot 

to achieve the results. All the topics discussed were checked so that all topics study demands 

were discussed. 

FOCUS GROUP (90 min) 

Position Responsible 

VD Company  



Production manager Production 

Marketing manager Marketing products 

Sales manager Company Sales  

Scheduling team member Scheduling  

                       Table 5: Focus group 2 structure 

Interview 

Interviewing is a commonly used technique to collect qualitative data. According to 

Willamsson (2002) there are three types of interview structured, semi structured and 

unstructured. As the basic purpose of study is known and the in-depth details were unknown 

semi structured interview was demanded. This type of interview has standard set of questions, 

but interviewer can follow up the leads given by interviewee. The purpose of semi structured 

interview is to find out the perspective of the interviewee about the problem. (Mellon 1990, 

p.55). In fact, the participant is allowed to give explanation about his point of view and raise 

new topic about the problem. 

For RQ1, one interview was conducted to identify the needs of product standardization the 

effectiveness which company is going to achieve after implementing standardized production. 

The agenda for interview was clearly transferred to interviewee. Production manager was 

selected as interviewee as his experience may give us a kickstart. A proper interview guide was 

prepared so that there won’t be any alteration from topic. One of the students took notes, while 

the other asked the questions. As the interviewee answered for the questions which were about 

to ask as the continuation of answer to previous question, some questions were avoided. The 

interview lasted for 60 minutes.  

Time Study 

Time study is a method to measure the time requires for a professional operator to do a task in 

normal environment with specific method. The stop watch time study was primarily done by 

Frederick W Taylor more than a century ago and since then it is most acceptable method 

worldwide, though the technology has enormous changes over this period (Sellie 20001). 

Before doing time study it is necessary to study about the method to do a task. With the best 

possible method, next task is to find out a worker who has individual mastery in the field with 

tolerance level less than 25 % plus or minus standard performance. Moreover, the time study 

analyst should explain the scope for time study and its purpose honestly to avoid further 

conflicts (Sellie 2001). According to Sellie it is preferable that the tasks should be divided into 

smaller elements in order to improve accuracy of time study. Each element should represent the 

body movements required if there is any or could be divided if the operator is using different 

machines. 



As the aim of the study was to reduce lead time to customers, it was necessary to find out current 

lead time consumed by each product. In order to find out lead time consumed by each product 

time study was divided into three parts. First one was time study for increased number of cuts 

in single beam. The reason why this study was in cooperated was, there was a enormous 

difference in time consumption for handling a single beam with different number of cuts. In 

this study time consumed for different number of cuts was recorded as per the table 6. To reduce 

the error 3 try were done as shown in the table 6. 

 Table 6 : Time study for number of cuts. 

 

Second study was mainly concentrated on the setup time consumed before each cut. After 

observation in cutting section the main reason for stoppage was identified which was set up 

time before cuts. Cutting machine need to be setup for each cut as the lengths for individual 

customers was different. To analyze the time consumed for setup a time study was done as per 

table 7.  

Table 7: Time study for setup time 

 

The third main reason for increased lead time was time consumed by material handling cranes. 

After observation it was identified that there were three cranes which mainly concentrated with 

cutting section. First one was the crane which handles full length beams to cutting section. 

Second and third cranes handles the finished products coming through conveyor belts from 

cutting machine. How the study was done is clearly seen in the table 8. 

 

 Table 8 : Time study for material handling 

NO OF CUTS 1ST TRY 2ND TRY 3RD TRY 

1    

2    

3    

4    

TRIAL  TIME 

1ST  

2ND   

3RD   

TRIAL NO PICKING CRANE PLACING CRANE 

1 

PLACING CRANE 

2 

1    

2    

3    



 

Data Analysis 

Data analysis is most important method of data collection in this research. Customization and 

standardization can be done in a company only by in-depth study of the products in that 

company. If the case problem of the core company is underlying in the data’s stored in the 

server of the company, then detailed study of documents is needed (Williamsson, 2002). To 

study about the natures of product and sales, analysis of sales data should be done. By detailed 

study data analysis for product standardization could be divided into two sections. First one is 

finding out chart topping products from almost 300 wide variety of dimension and second one 

is finding out most sold out lengths in each article. By analyzing these two perspectives from 

sales data will provide enough resource to create a simulation model in excel. 

Lookup function was one tool used in the beginning of data analysis. Lookup function help to 

sort the values scattered in the data and minimize the complexity. Since the data given was the 

sales report consisting exact length sold categorization was important. There are mainly two 

types of look up functions VLOOKUP and HLOOKUP. Here VLOOKUP was used as the 

length sold was aligned in vertical. 

Pivot charts and Tables were the main tools used for data analysis. This is the excels most 

powerful feature, which was helpful to extract most significant data from a huge set of data. 

We were able to select the required modules from the whole set of data and create graphs with 

those modules. Two types of pivot analysis were done mainly, first one was to find out the top 

sold product dimensions and second one was the top sold lengths in each dimension 

 As the further study were aimed on chart topping products as the several products were rarely 

produced. Since the case company’s further plan is to implement batch cutting machine together 

with custom cutting machine, most of the products will follow the same old cut to exact length 

method. In order to find out the chart-topping product, sales data of last 2 to 3 years was 

required. Microsoft excel was used to classify the products according to the sales in total length 

in meters, pivot chart was an efficient tool in excel to analyze this. From the whole 300 products 

to categorize top products was very difficult, so 3 sets of top products like top 20, top 30 and 

top 50 was made using pivot table and presented it to production manager. With the help of 

production team top 30 products was finalized to carry over for further research as the demand 

and sales in LPM was comparatively higher than others. Top 20 & top 50 doesn’t match the 

production cycle in a month as there are lot more products than top 20 which is produced in 

every month and top 50 have lot more products which are rarely produced. 

 The case company was manufacturing 300 different varieties of cross sectional dimension 

products which are produced in exact length customer wants. To find out the standard length 

from all top 30 products individual sales data of each product should be analyzed through excel 

tools. Main used functions were lookup and pivot chart. Since the customer order was delivered 

to exact measurements, categorization was done in length in meter using lookup function. Then 



a pivot chart should be plotted based on total sales in each meters and length in meter to find 

out in which measurement most sales was done in specific product. Case company’s aim for 

future was to make customers order standard products instead of custom cut beam, in order to 

achieve this they have previously done a study regarding the material loss. From that study it 

was possible for the firm to provide standard length beam even if customer orders shorter 

length, the cost will be comparatively less to custom cutting to exact length, for e.g. if a 

customer orders 4.8 meter they could easily provide standard length 6 meter. 

 

3.3 Research Analysis 

Triangulation using both qualitative and quantitative analysis was adopted in this study. As per 

Sandelowski, testing qualitative data quantitative technique were adopted as this cannot be 

tested using qualitative technique and for finding the errors in quantitative data qualitative 

techniques were adopted (Sandelowski, 2000). Even if the names seem confusing, the analytical 

data for both qualitative and quantitative will remain separate. And the study needs two or more 

analytical method to analyze result, so the method is triangulation (Kimchi et al., 1991). As per 

Thurmond, methodological combination for analyzing single case by combining both 

qualitative and quantitative data is called triangulation and the result of remain un discovered 

if we follow only one method, so this is method triangulation (Thurmond, 2001). 

Analysis of RQ1 was conducted by examination of sales data using excel. The results was 

formulated into graphs. There after these results were analyzed and compared with the 

conducted interview, focus group study and identified literature in order to gain the concluded 

results. Here the data got from sales report was quantitative and the literature study, focus group 

etc. was qualitative so this was how mixed analysis was done for first research question. 

For the second RQ, the results from RQ1 was imported in simulation model. The simulation 

model was developed after detailed calculation. For the analysis of the data in the simulation 

model, results were cross checked by varying the production volumes in both section finally, 

literature was enfolded. 

3.4 Validity and Reliability 

Validity is explained as how accurate is the final results compared to the research topics 

objective. There are two types of validity internal and external as per Williamson, The results 

we obtained must not be deviated even if there are other distractions in the Firm. For the results 

need to be internally valid, even if the distracting factors inside the company must not affect 

the result (Williamson, 2002). The result need to be stable at least inside the firm to say that the 

final obtained result is internally valid. To remove the weakness to remain internal valid 

triangulation should be done. There are two types of triangulation method triangulation and 

source triangulation (Denzin, 1970). Method triangulation is done in data collection stage, to 

get valid data the researcher need to collect data from different sources and check the variation 

of final result. And the source triangulation is method of checking the source where the data 



came from in order to analyze the data collected is valid enough. As per Williamson, both 

triangulation should be done to finalize the data collected is internally valid. External validity 

is the analysis of the outcome which could be applicable to every single company which is 

following same kind of feature (Williamson, 2002). The upcoming researchers could take this 

as reference in order to analyze the same kind of situation. 

For a data should be reliable the tools which researchers adopt must provide almost same result. 

For a data should be reliable the study need to be done using globally accepted tools so that it 

could be adopted in further research. Researchers should have an expert knowledge on the 

standard tools should be adopted in order to know the data is highly reliable. And the quality of 

collected data should also checked with globally accepted methods in order to make the data 

reliable (Cosby, 2001). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Chapter 4 Empirical Findings and Analysis 

This chapter represents the findings and analysis for both research questions solutions. The 

present situation is described in the beginning and then the analysis of data will be presented 

and finally summed up with explanation of simulation model made for second research 

question. 

4.1 Case Company 

Moelven is a Scandinavian glulam manufacturing company started on 24 July 1899 by four 

friends by investing 5000 Kroner each equivalent to 1 million kroner in current money. 

Moelven history starts in 1877 when industrial pioneer Theodor Krogvig bought a waterfall 

near Moelva River and started Strommen Burg. Company produced barrels and wheels for carts 

and wagons. Theodor finally sold that mill and with the help of four friends started Anderkværn 

Hjul- og Trævarefabrik nearby Moelva river.  After Theodor’s death, his four friends bought 

machinery from Traevarefabrik and started Moelven limited. Business is primarily focusing 

Scandinavian market, there are almost 52 units altogether in Sweden, Denmark and Norway. 

There are three categories of customers to Moelven processing firms, retailors and buildings & 

premises, according to this variants Moelven is organized not based on production. There are 

three divisions of products, one is Moelven timber which is basically industrial timber with 

various dimensions, next one is Moelven wood which produces wooden based buildings and 

their interior and final one is Moelven building system in which laminated timber, interior 

solutions and electrical systems are carried out. 85% percent of the total production is used for 

construction and renovation of private and public properties. Moelven has almost 3400 

employees all over the world and turnover of NOK 9.7 Billion yearly. 

In 1919 a company named AB Wood construction formed from ancestor company Toreboda 

glued woods which was the primary glued wood manufactures in Sweden. In 1924 Ab 

Träkonstruktioner was collapsed and took over by engineer David Tenning which later changed 

its name to Töreboda Limträ AB. In 1982 Moelven which was a competitor took over and 

named it Moelven Töreboda Limträ. Moelven has Glulam manufacturing since 1960 which 

made them lay a good foundation to the company. Some of the major glulam construction 

ventures by Moelven Töreboda is waiting halls for Stockholm and Malmo central stations 

which was built in early 1920. This branch consists of 114 employees and has a turnover of 

304996 kr. Company is mainly concentrated in producing and selling glued woods, beams and 

other complex glulam products. 

4.2 General Outline 

Moelven Töreboda came into mass customization decades ago, they produce glulam beams in 

different cross-sectional dimensions and they will be further cut into demanded length by 

customers. As the demand for customization was getting higher Moelven succeeded in their 

plans. Though the time for cutting beams to specific dimension used to take much higher lead 

time they succeeded to an extend in delivering goods in minimum time. In between some other 



company in the market started selling standard length beams with much cheaper price and 

offered faster delivery. This competitive priority made Moelven forced to produce standard 

length beams in lower price.  

Study was mainly concentrated on analyzing the sales data and find out the standard lengths 

which should be manufactured in each dimension. A simulation model must be made to analyze 

different volume scenarios when combining batch production into customized production. 

Model must in cooperate standard products, standard length, volume scenarios and warehouse 

management. Thus, by installing batch cutting machine may decrease the lead time to 

customers.  

4.2.1 Current Situation in sales 

In the case company glulam beams are sold in custom lengths as per customer demands. A 

walkthrough was done in factory with our supervisor to understand basic idea of production, 

custom cutting and delivery. Though the study was not concerned about production in detail, 

before approaching the problem the walkthrough was very helpful. The production diversity 

was just concerning the cross-sectional dimension and the length produced will be mostly 30 

meters and 15 meters, then according to customer demand the operators working with cutting 

machine will take the finished product from respective warehouses. Mostly the fast-moving 

products will be stored inside the same building and the rest will be brought out from storage 

according to the demand. Next to the cutting section there is a space where the final output was 

placed according to customer as the customer demands mostly different dimensional products. 

The cutting section will take one cross section glulam at a time and do cutting for different 

customers. So, the sales data will be mainly consisting of article numbers, length, volume of 

product and number of pieces sold. In present scenario categorizing standard product based on 

the length from this sales data was difficult as there was length sold in every single centimeter 

difference. Moelven has two types of customers, one is retailers and other is local customers 

which needs exact measurements. As the system and production support cut to exact 

measurements it was easy and efficient way for case company till recent years. Since now this 

was the efficient way as there was no competitors, customer satisfaction was very high as the 

products were highly desirable and the competitors were also using the same production 

technique. Recent years one of their competitors introduced a batch production in which they 

could provide products with much lesser price and lead time which made a portion of case 

company’s customers move to rival company. Though the rival firm was more concentrating 

on small retailers the Moelven wass not ready to lose their monopoly in glulam manufacturing. 

This made them think to start standardized production with customized production. According 

to the situation company was producing glulam based on make to stock concept as per last year 

monthly demand and based on excess demand further production was carried out. There is a 

production planning team in company to schedule production and cutting section. According to 

the studies conducted previously it will take approximately 3 days lead time for a customer’s 

order to get delivered after he place order through telephone. 



 

Figure 4: Sample sales data 

4.2.2 Current Situation in Cutting section 

Customer order 

Though the production unit consist of major part of factory and cutting section is just 1/5th, 

importance wise they share equal amount of responsibility in the total production of the factory. 

Case company is producing glulam beams of same length in the beginning and further cut into 

desirable length asked by the customer in cutting section.  

                           

                    Figure 5: Sample customer order 

This is how Moelven turned into fully customized production decades ago, as the demand for 

customized production was high then. Though the concept of our project looks weird, their 



experience in customized production for 2 decades and competitive priority made them think 

of partial standardization in production. As if now if the system receives an order with different 

product dimension order will look like the figure. Production planning team will sort out a 

specific set of customer orders to be produced in particular day according to current average 

productivity in cutting section. According to the previous studies it will take around almost 3 

days for a customer to receive his order after he place it through telephone. 

 

Order sorting by planning team 

As mentioned above the planning team will sort out the customer orders which should be 

delivered in particular working day. There is a special production planning software for 

production team in which the products with same dimensions is aligned from every customer 

order so that efficiency will be high in cutting section. Algorithm of planning software is highly 

brilliant so that that all same dimension orders from all customers which should be produced in 

a day will be aligned continuously. As the information’s we got from study same dimension 

will be produced after a specific interval according to order and easiness of delivery. A sorted 

customer order will look like the figure 6.     

 

Figure 6: Sorted customer order based on dimension  

The operator will have both printed information of direct customer order and sorted customer 

order so that he could mark the finished product in case there is any confusion. There are screens 

in every nuke and corner of production unit so that every worker in the shop floor will have the 

exact idea of what production is going on. There are 4 workers working only for cutting and 

delivery section, 1 crane operator to pick up the upcoming product for cutting, one operator for 



cutting machine operations and 2 crane operators outside cutting section just to pick and place 

finished products in respective places. Crane operator inside the warehouse will pick the 

respective dimension beams for upcoming production and set it up in conveyors according to 

order and if there is any shortage of beams fork lift drivers will bring from respective 

warehouses. Cutting operator will setup the machine for specific dimension and do crane 

operations as well if needed. After the cutting machine itself will stick a note which consist of 

barcode and customer information. The crane operator working outside will carefully identify 

the final product and to which customer it belongs to. Every customer has respective places in 

order placing section to be delivered after every dimension is produced. 

Time study in cutting section 

As the previous studies states the customer lead time as 3 working days, its clearly evident. But 

to analyze how the case company is taking this much time a study is needed. So, as we finished 

observations in cutting section we understood there are 3 ways time is consumed first one is 

time for cutting, second is setup time for each cut and third is material handling. So, we decided 

to do time study as 3 different section to analyze time consumption in each section.  

Time for different number of cuts in same beam 

As the study is mainly concentrating about the lead time in the factory we observed the cutting 

process deeply to understand the varieties in glulam cutting. After detailed observation came to 

know that there is no variance in cutting process only noticeable factor which influence the time 

is number of cuts in each beam. The variety differs from 2 pieces to 5 pieces which means 1 

cut to 4 cuts in a single glulam beam. So, the time study with different number of pieces from 

single glulam beam is required as the material handling time is excluded. Detailed examination 

made us understood that for each extra cut from a single glulam beam it requires additional 30 

seconds. The table below shows the details of time study conducted. This study itself is an 

evident example of how the time is lost by doing custom cutting for each customer.  

NO OF CUTS 1ST TRY 2ND TRY 3RD TRY 

1 80 secs 84 secs 79 secs 

2 107 secs 114 secs 110 secs 

3 140 secs 138 secs 139 secs 

4 170 secs 165 secs 168 secs 

Table 9: Time for different number of cut 

Setup time for each cut 

This time study explains the setup time lost for every single cut. As the previous study explains 

if the number of cuts in each beam increase the time is increasing drastically, even if it is 30 sec 

average increase we need to understand it’s just for one extra cut. So, the study requires detail 

time study for setup time for cutting. Here trial no means after a single cut how much time the 

operator needed to setup the length of next cut for already loaded beam. As the operator used 

to do multiple task it was very tough to get an optimum operation without any distraction for 

worker to do the setup. As shown in the table the average time lost for only setup is around 25 

seconds. This is just the case for setup time in single full-length beam to be cut into different 



lengths. As the setup time doesn’t vary with the individual length difference it is clearly evident 

that these loses are caused just because of custom cutting. 

TRIAL  TIME 

1ST 26 SEC 

2ND  24 SEC 

3RD  23 SEC 

Table 10: Setup time for each cut 

Time consumed for material handling cranes 

To complete the time study in cutting section not only the study should be done in cutting 

section but also the material handling time should be considered. To analyze the time 

consuming for material handling, first what all material handling is done around cutting section 

should be observed. After clear examination 3 cranes are to be considered even though there is 

5 cranes in the whole section. One is order picking crane for carrying the full-length beam to 

the cutting section and two other is order placing crane which is handled by two other operators. 

To get a clear picture time study was done in every three of them. After time study, order 

picking crane took an average around 1.20 min for carrying this full-length beam to cutting 

section. Operator will analyze in system to know which dimension product should be picked 

from warehouse. Then he stops the cutting operation for a while do the crane operating job in 

normal production day, but if there is high production one extra operator will be helping him 

just for order picking. Then the cutting process is done, finished product will be carried over to 

order placing section through conveyor rollers and there is next two cranes after a detailed time 

study to get optimum non stoppage process the time took for handling single product is found 

out which is approximately 45 sec.  

TRIAL NO PICKING CRANE PLACING CRANE 

1 

PLACING CRANE 

2 

1 84 secs 45 secs .45 secs 

2 79 secs 43 secs .42 secs 

3 82 secs 50 secs .46 secs 

Table 11: material handling time 

Analyzing sales data and the data’s from the cutting section we understood there will be weekly 

2000 to 3300 cuts and every single piece will take almost 3 min. That’s why when customer 

place an order in the company it will take around 3 days for him to get the material processes. 

Only the cutting section is consuming this much time as the manufacturing is done as make to 

stock concept. 

4.3 Analysis 

In this section, the analysis is presented by comparison between the literature study done for 

the case company and also the empirical data so that the possibility for research was identified 

in the case company Moelven Toreboda. The revision of Sales data for the past two year was 

used as a reference for the analysis of the first research question. then for the analysis of the 



second research question, the data collected from the production flow was analyzed with supply 

chain of the company as well. 

 

4.3.1 Analysis for RQ 1 

For the analysis of research question 1, the first step was to identify the highly anticipated 

products by the customer, for this the past two-year sales data was subjected to data analysis 

and from this the prominent demanded dimension by the customers was filtered. From this 

result got through analyzing, the sales data was then sorted according to the standard sizes for 

the easiness of sorting using lookup function. As the demand in the glulam production was to 

deliver the products with exact dimension, they were producing each single product by 

consuming lot of working hours. Since the orders were different from one another the set was 

also changed for individual cut. As per the studies done previously, the company took almost 3 

days as an average to deliver products to its customers. With the cut to order process, the 

company has to price their products accordingly as the resource consumption was very high 

and this price was always more than their competitors used to offer. But for some of the 

customers this was fine as they don't have to do any more work/customization on their job as it 

was precise measurements but for the other customer who have their own equipment’s for 

cutting moved to competitive firms as this was too expensive for them. The standardization will 

help the customer to get their products more faster and this will also help the company to lower 

their price on their current products. As if now, company starts producing for their customer 

when the order was made by the customer but when the standardization is made possible they 

only have to take their precut standardized product from the warehouse and place the order. 

Hence this will help to reduce the lead-time by a significant amount. 

 

Figure 7: Top sold products based on sold LPM 

The Figure 7 shows the sorted top sold products in 2016 for convenience of the visibility shown 

products are just top 30 from wide variety of almost 300 product dimensions. This was the first 

step for standardization as most of the articles are produced once in a while in whole production 



year, the products produced in every month were selected. As the sales data consist of the 

products with every cm difference first task was to sort them to specific function. For that 

lookup function were used, lengths sold in every 1000 mm interval is sorted to exact metrical 

measurement, the figure 8 shows the variants for sorting. For e.g. lengths sold between 0 to 

1000 is sorted under 1000 mm, 1000 to 2000 will be sorted as 2000 etc. Thus, the lengths of 

every single product were standardized in the sales data. As seen in the figure 8 there are 

difference and extra income column which represents the losses which are going to occur in 

materials. But as per case company even if there is one-meter loss after standardization for 

single product, they could manage the loss by doing batch cutting and saving huge loss from 

working hours.    

 

Figure 8: length sorting for analyzing data 

Then the individual analysis of each articles were done using pivot tool in excel as shown in 

figure 9, x axis was aligned with standard length as per sorted with look up function and y axis 

was sum of number of products sold, so that the number of products sold in each length could 

be identified. Thus the clear picture of lengths that is highly sold in each product was visible. 

                                                  

                                                Figure 9 : Pivot analysis steps  

Result of sorting will look like in figure 10 which was an example of dimension 115*115 choosed from 

top sold dimensions. In this particular length after pivot tool analysis top sold length was identified 



which was depicted in figure 10. It is clearly evident that the most sold length for this particular article 

is 3m. That’s why the organization is asking for standardization. From their experience in glulam 

manufacturing they have observed that some length in some particular dimension have tremendous 

difference in sale as the results mentioned above. From the literature P. Korytkowzki et.al. 

(2013) states that if there are more product variants doing small adjustments so that the product 

will be both desirable to customers and producible for manufactures which is the main ideology 

of product standardization. Then pivot chat analysis for every single product in top 30 were 

done to find out what all lengths were most suitable for product standardization. But from 

detailed analysis it was known that only 22 products are produced in every month which later 

brought up for standardization. 

 

                                             

                                                    Figure 10:   pivot chart analysis ample for single product 

 

Height Breadth 3 4 6 7 8 10 
90 225  x  x  x 

115 115 x  X    

56 225  x x  X  

90 90 x  x    

56 270  x x  X  

90 315  X x  x  

66 315   x  X  

90 270  X X  X  

115 315  X X  X  

42 225  X x  x  

90 405   x  x X 

66 405    X  X 

140 140 X      

115 225 X  X    

90 180 x  X    

115 405   x  x  

90 360    X   

90 450    X   

115 270  x x  X  



115 180  X     

115 495   x  x  

42 180 x x x    

Table 12: standard product suggestion 

But after analysis obtained results for standardization shows there were wide variety of standard 

products in every dimension, it was quite difficult to implement for production. The main 

problem for the case company is increasing lead time for customer delivery. As there are wide 

variants in every single product dimension, there will surely be another problem which will 

arise in future. Changeover time in new batch cutting machine will be one of the future problem. 

In order to make a permanent solution we had to do a focus group interview to obtain optimum 

solution, which was to standardize the lengths for every product as possible. Next problem arise 

is the customer satisfaction as there were two types of customers retailors and end customers. 

For retailors buying beams in standard lengths will be the best solution as they have all 

machinery for cutting for individual customers as well as for some end customers. But a portion 

of the customers will not be having the machinery for cutting beams into desired length. So 

implementing batch cutting incorporated with customized cutting is the only way to do 

production without losing customers. If the production is carried out with all standard length 

proposed, then the changeover time will be so high. What all lengths should be proceeded to 

batch cutting should be decided with a focus group interview. 

                                 

4.3.2 Analysis for RQ 2 

Analyzing research question 2 could only be carried out after analyzing research question one. 

As emphasized on rq1 pivot chart analysis was done in every single product for product 

standardization. For creating simulation model for analyzing the volume shifts in case company 

the standard length which are best possible should be analyzed and then most sold lengths in 

each dimension are categorized to 3 or 4 standard lengths. Then how much percent of total 

length should be sold in each length need to be calculated. As shown in the table 10 calculation 

was done in each product dimension and its standard length. This could be carried out to make 

simulation model to identify the volume scenario.  

Height Breadth 3 4 6 7 8 10 
90 225  15  45  33 

115 115 63  24    

56 225  35 36  16  

90 90 68  18    

56 270  17 53  17  

90 315  21 40  25  

66 315   53  23  

90 270  18 39  28  

115 315  18 33  26  

42 225  28 33  22  

90 405   22  36 31 



66 405    33  64 

140 140 49      

115 225 16  44    

90 180 43  41    

115 405   31  27  

90 360    58   

90 450    61   

115 270  34 31  21  

115 180  41     

115 495   27  41  

42 180 22 26 33    
Table 13 : percentage of standard length 

The next problem is demand uncertainty while creating simulation model. For creating a ideal 

picture of demand,  research requires a detailed study of sales in each products for every months. 

The same study was done for 3 years to analyze if there any similarity for the demand. The case 

company never tried out studying demand for each product as their production is based on make 

to stock and from the stock they will do customized cutting. Our study emphasized in monthly 

sales for every product so as to create a simulation model as shown in figure 11.  

Figure 11: average sales in each month 

Excel tools like pivot chart analysis and lookup functions itself was used here as well. Instead 

of analyzing total sales and top sold product, here we adopted monthly sales in each product 

which is coming under top 22 products. The detailed analysis of the document review laid the 

foundation for the research. For answering research question 2 there is no much data analysis 

required as most of the data were already found out in analyzing rq1.  

 

 



Chapter 5 Discussion and Results 

In this chapter discussion of the findings are explained. The methods used to reach the results 

were also discussed in this chapter. Following this the answering of research questions were 

also done individually. 

 

The purpose of the research is to analyze weather product standardization wass possible in highly 

customized production. Even though it was not fully possible to what extend it can be done in high 

variance low volume production. How could the lead time to the customers can be reduced by 

introducing partial standardized production? In order to analyze these facts the purpose is divided into 

two research questions which were, 

RQ1: What standard length of products can be appropriate glulam industry while introducing 

standardized production?  

 

RQ2: “How can the volume shift be predicted while introducing standardized production in 

current mass customized production? 

 

This chapter is divided into two sections, first section describes the method used to answer the 

research questions and the second one is discussion of findings. 

5.1 Discussion of Methods 

The study started with a detailed tour in production plant to analyze what’s all happening in the 

production and especially in cutting section. A detailed literature review was conducted to 

analyze the background and previous studies in same topic. Decided to proceed with case study 

as the study was done only in this company and we cannot alter the natural setting. As study 

was not concerned about another similar companies the method adopted was single case study.  

“A case study investigates a contemporary phenomenon in its normal setting, where the 

boundaries between phenomenon and context are not evident” (Yin, 1994). Methods and data 

collected was evident for fulfilling the aim. Observation, time study, focus group, interviews 

and data analysis was the adopted techniques for answering research questions. Literature 

review was the backbone for the study. Adopted techniques for data collection and data analysis 

was both qualitative and quantitative. Qualitative studies like literature review and quantitative 

study like sales data analysis and time study could easily inter connected throughout the study 

period. As the study was aiming product standardization in highly customized world there was 

a feeling that there won’t be enough literatures and the data collected must not match the 

literature support. But as the study progressed the data’s collected and literature review started 

interconnected which helped to improve the study. The collaboration from workers and 

management officials was incredible even there was no delay for meetings and interviews. 

Moreover, the CEO itself was highly cooperative as the study was highly demanding for them. 

Sales data analysis was the major method adopted for Rq1, sales data from 2015 till 2017 was 

given by sales department for primary analysis. Literature review was done in order to study 



the details in sales data. When the study progressed, the management gave us the access to their 

VPN so that we could retrieve needed data by our self. Study was basically aiming at most sold 

product in sales data and then the detailed study of which all lengths are mostly sold in each 

article number was analysed. Study with focus group was very helpful as there were some 

observations done before, comparing the data obtained from data analysis and the proposed 

measurement from the sales team was compared in order to increase validity of the results 

obtained. 

For answering Rq2 data obtained from answering research question one was carried over and 

analysis was done. For research question 2 some additional data calculations was also done in 

each standard product. Since it’s a simulation model analysing the volume scenario between 

the standardized and customized individual percentage of the lengths in each articles were 

calculated. Proposed article number, length and their percentage were discussed with focus 

group to get detailed explanation. Monthly sales for each article for 3 years were individually 

calculated to understand the notable difference in demand. Combined with tools and formulas 

a simulation model was made for identifying the production should be done in each month and 

analysing of volume shifts could also be performed, Which was the aim of the thesis.  

As the study was a single case study and data collection was done only in single company the 

answers for research questions are highly internally valid. To increase the validity internally 

sources of collected data was crosschecked with different method, so the method used was 

triangulation. Which itself was the main drawback of the study. 

5.2 Discussion of Findings 

5.2.1 Answering Research Question 1 

As mentioned above in Analysis to find out the most sold products in year 2016 a detailed pivot 

analysis was done. In which x axis represent the product variants and y axis represent the length 

sold in that total year in meters. Since there are almost 300 number of dimensions which was 

quite impossible to standardize as they are not produced frequently. So, with detailed interview 

came up with an option of taking top 22 products which could be the best suitable method for 

standardization. Using this triangulation method of both qualitative and quantitative study the 

validly of the result for which articles standardization should be done was verified. To know 

more about the lengths which should be standardized sales data was sorted based on 1000 mm 

difference so that exact value of lengths sold in each product could be analyzed. Standardization 

will improve production flow which includes flow of product through company and customer, 

in addition to that companies will gain profit by sharing modules for common manufacturing 

process which later will lead to reduction of manufacturing cost. (Vitasek et al. 2005).  

 

 



As the mentioned in the analysis the change over time in the batch cutting section will become 

a problem if all standard length exactly measures will be implemented. So after detailed study 

and focus group interviews most of lengths are standardized into 3,4,6 and 8 meters.  To find 

out the standard lengths from the sales data the data was sorted using lookup function.  Analysis 

the pivot charts for single products the standard lengths are decided based on convenience. The 

case company’s aim was standardizing the products and gradually stop customized production 

and bring the customers back to old standardized and efficient production. The reason for this 

batch production is very effective with production that include much lower equipment process 

and inexpensive storage (C. Johansson 1999). Liker states that there is very limited possibility 

of continuous improvement until either the process or product is standardized (Liker, 2004). 

 

Height Breadth 3 4 6 8 
90 225  x  x 

115 115 x  X  

56 225  x x X 

90 90 x  x  

56 270  x x X 

90 315  X x x 

66 315   x X 

90 270  X X X 

115 315  X X X 

42 225  X x x 

90 405   x x 

66 405   x x 

140 140 X  x  

115 225 X  X  

90 180 x  X  

115 405   x x 

90 360    x 

90 450    x 

115 270  x x X 

115 180  X   

115 495   x x 

42 180 x x x  

Table 14:  Standard lengths for most sold products. 

As a start our task was to combine standardized production in customized currently running 

production. So we need to standardize products based on most sold length as mentioned in 

analysis. Over complexity in product design and variants will influence negatively in 

manufacturing industries (Brunoe and Nielsen 2016).  

 With detailed study about changeover time in batch cutting machine the sorted results in 

analysis part is then modified into 4 standard lengths for almost all products which are 3, 4, 6 

and 8 which is shown in the table 14. Before finalizing these four standard lengths for almost 

all product a focus group interview was conducted to know most common lengths produced in 

each dimension from their experience. Because for some lengths there will be certain bulk order 



which came for buildings and premises which we cannot include for analysis. Our aim was to 

find out the most sold dimensions for individuals which was found out as explained in table 14. 

 

5.2.2 answering research question 2 

In order to analyze the volume scenario as the standardized cutting is implemented with 

customized cutting creating a simulation model in excel was optimum solution. So as to create 

simulation model study demands the exact percentage of production which could be produced 

under each length. So identify the percentage of standard length of each product had done as 

mentioned in analysis. Pivot analysis was done for each product variants and the whole 

production was categorized into standard product. Because in simulation model there are two 

sections, one consists of standard products 3,4,6,8 and other with basic full-length beams of 

12,15 and 27 meters which are produced for custom cutting and stored in warehouse. Based on 

the percentage of total production standardization and customization was done. As the first step 

of standardized production how much percentage of total production was done under standard 

lengths were calculated which is mentioned in the table 15. And this data was the base for 

making simulation. 

Height Breadth 3 4 6 8 
90 225  15  45 

115 115 63  24  

56 225  35 36 16 

90 90 68  18  

56 270  17 53 17 

90 315  21 40 25 

66 315   53 23 

90 270  18 39 28 

115 315  18 33 26 

42 225  28 33 22 

90 405   22 36 

66 405    33 

140 140 49    

115 225 16  44  

90 180 43  41  

115 405   31 27 

90 360    58 

90 450    61 

115 270  34 31 21 

115 180  41   

115 495   27 41 

42 180 22 26 33  

Table 15: Standard lengths result 



Next step for creating a simulation model was to analyze the sales in every month for 3 years 

and analyzing the sales in every product variants. From detailed analysis it was clearly evident 

that sales in each product variants in every single month from January to December is almost 

same throughout different financial years. This similarity in data helped us to standardize the 

sales in meters which lay a base for standardization. Through horizontal lookup tools in excel 

created drop-down menu in which months can be selected and the data for each product will 

appear and from there calculations for simulation begin. For eg 

=HLOOKUP($B$7,Sheet3!$A$4:$P$25,2,FALSE) is used in the section where approximate 

length per meter sold should appear. A4 and P25 was the selected area in sheet 3. For 

convenience the data in figure 13 was aligned in sheet 3 which further decreased the complexity 

in simulation. 

 

Figure 13: Average sales per month   

Simulation model can be explained in detail, as mentioned above the month can be changed 

using drop-down menu option the values in monthly production will also change according to 

the data given in sheet 3. In the figure 14 there is 70 % and 30% which is percentage of 

production the company need to standardize. Every single cell is inter connected so if 70 percent 

is entered the standardized lengths which should be cut will be shown in standard column. From 

there the percentage of each standard lengths will be calculated and the number of standard 

lengths cut will be found out. The figure 14 explains the two-different percent’s in simulation 

model and the difference also is clearly depicted.  

 



 

Figure 14: Explaining simulation model 1 

The figures 15 show the changes in standard lengths and full-length beams for customized 

cutting stored in ware house. To explain this part in excel and to understand easily the same 

example of 30% and 70 % of march month is shown. Though 3,4,6,8,12,15 and 27 are shown 

continuously in a row 3,4,6 and 8 are standard lengths and 12,15 and 27 are full length beams 

which are stored in warehouse for custom cutting. As mentioned in answering RQ1 every 

standard length have different percentage of production as per calculations in sales data 

incorporate with that every full length beams also have certain percentage to store in warehouse. 

From the figure 15 it is evident that for every product variant the number of full length beam is 

different, moreover for some product specific lengths are missing, which means they are not at 

all produced in that measurement. Coming to the percentage of production if the standardization 

is done for 70% of whole production the number of pieces for 3,4,6 and 8 will be higher than 

12,15 and 27 which means the formulas used for calculation is different. The reason for 

calculating number of pieces in each length is to identify the volume in next section. 



 

Figure 15: Explaining simulation model 2 

As mentioned above finding number of pieces in each length in simulation model is the 

beginning of volume calculation. The research question demands the volume difference 

occur when the production gradually shifts from customized cutting to standardized batch 

cutting. To understand the difference in volumes of each type of production the volume 

part of simulation model is explained. As mentioned above the percentage of standard 

production is mentioned in the figures 16. When the standardization is let to 30 % the 

volume of standard lengths 3,4,6, and 8 is seen decreased than 70% standardization is done. 

Though we could check with 100% standardization still there will be something left in 

custom cutting section with 12, 15 and 27 because particular customers used to buy the 

whole length pieces which is calculated under custom production. Even though there is 

difference in volumes the sum of custom production and standardized production remain 

almost same while summing up in both 30% and 70%. For 30% the sum will be 261+ 929 

= 1190 and for 70% the sum will be 609 + 583 = 1192 which is almost same. This result 

shows the aim of study to analyze the volume shifts by creating a simulation model, which 

was thus acquired.  

70 % 30% 



 

Figure 16: Explaining simulation model 3 

 

To tackle situations like uncertain demands the customer order driven production could be used 

but in other hand the manufacturing system should have economic background to cope up with 

uncertain demands and in those situation, there must be individual strategy for each product is 

needed to overcome the situation (Zäpfel 1998). Here individual strategy for the case company 

is to create a simulation model which could predict volume shifts. According to Fisher 

implementing efficient production system and shorter lead time products enables the firm to 

response immediately to uncertain demands to (Fisher et al., 1994). Thus, by introducing a 

partial batch production in customized highly time-consuming production the lead time could 

be reduced.  As per Zäpfel there are two ways to reduce uncertainty first one is forecasting 

demands for production and second one is reducing complexity in product design and 

production process which is done in the study by creating simulation model for analyzing and 

standardizing production (Zäpfel, 1998).  

 

 

 

 

30% 
70% 



6 Conclusion 

 

in this chapter conclusion is presented for the study and followed by the future possibilities of research. 

 

6.1 Conclusion 

Purpose of our study was to find out new production sequence for new machinery which can 

do batch cutting and decrease lead time to customers at a glulam manufacturing company. Main 

aim of the study was to re implement mass production in a firm where mass customization was 

adopted decades ago. As there are two categories of customers supporting both customized 

production and mass production, they need to adopt an innovative way without losing both 

types of customers. This report consist of the ways standardized production was done in the 

case company without affecting both types of customers and by decreasing lead time which 

was their main problem. Understanding the different production layout and finalizing batch 

production to implement in standardized production. Based on that two research questions were 

formulated which has basic idea of finding out the standard lengths which should be used for 

production and next one is to identify the volume changes occur when standardized production 

is taking over customized production. Based on that a time study was conducted to analyze the 

need for product standardization.  

 By analyzing data, the most sold products were understood and from those products by detailed 

excel analysis the lengths which should be standardized were decided. Standard products were 

finalized with experienced suggestion from both management team and workers. A simulation 

model was created using excel to analyze the volume shifts happening while introducing 

standardized production from customized production. Basic excel formulas and tools were used 

to create this model. The model created was presented to higher officials which was satisfactory 

for them and thus the study is finalized in the company. Introducing batch production in such a 

way that the customers which are really dependent on customized production will not be 

disturbed. A batch cutting machine was introduced to the end of production line which will 

decrease the customer lead time. 

 

6.2 Future research 

The research was concluded by creating simulation model for introduction of standardized 

production by concentrating on the lead time to the customer, but the case study precluded the 

fall in customization option. Flexibility is often coined as one of the main competitive tool in a 

dynamic market sector. Finding the optimum solution for production with standardization while 

adhering to customization should be the key for developing a good manufacturing start. 

 The price structure of new products as to increase sales and to become competitive for similar 

firms could be studied and the elimination of wastes by introducing new type of production. 

The acceptance of customers could be studied and methods to increase acceptance also could 

be researched by taking the excess use of raw material into consideration. 



 

As a preface to this study, a feasibility study of having a minimum storage with minimum 

possible resource and warehousing could be done. The above mentioned could be done after 

collecting a customer feedback data collection which could only strengthen the manufacturing 

strategy from a holistic perspective. 
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1 Appendix Interview 

Introduction 

 Welcomed interviewee 
 Description of roles 
 Described Agenda  
 Explained subjects to be covered 
 Secracy  
 Explained time structure 
 Enquire suggestions  

 

GENERAL INFORMATION 

1 Name of the company MOELVEN AB 

2 Sector - company function GLULAM MANUFACTURES 

3 Responsibility of participants PRODUCTION ENGINEER 

4 Time required 60 min 

 

 

   

1 What all are your duties as production engineer?  

2 How often bottleneck in cutting section affect delivery?  

3 Is there any solution for this problem?  

4 How can product standardization benefits for faster 

delivery? 

 

5 Did you tried increasing workers in customized cutting 

section? 

 

6 Have you tried standard length selling before?  

7 Can you explain the different types of customers for the 

company? 

 

8 From your experience how could we solve this lead time 

problem effectively? 

 



9 How many products form product family should we consider 

for standardization? 

 

10 Do you have any suggestion for standard lengths in product 

family from our analysis? 

 

12 Is there any other opinion missing from our questionnaire 

should be considered before doing this project? 

 

 

 

2 Appendix focus group 1 

Introduction 

 Welcomed interviewee 
 Description of roles 
 Described Agenda  
 Explained subjects to be covered 
 Secracy  
 Explained time structure 
 Enquire suggestions  

GENERAL INFORMATION  

1 Name of the company MOELVEN AB 

2 Sector - company function GLULAM MANUFACTURES 

3 Responsibility of participants PRODUCTION AND CUTTING SECTION 

4 Time required 90 min 

5 Number of participants 5 

 

 

1 What are the main problems faced while cutting and delivery 
which effects the lead time to the customers? 

 

2 How is this bottleneck occurred in your opinion?  

3 From your practical knowledge what will be the best possible 
solution? 

 



4 Is there any similarity in production sequence you observed 
while doing production in specific dimension? 

 

5 What all are other reason other than bottleneck in cutting 
machine which affect lead time? 

 

6 What do you think about product standardization for certain 
products? 

 

7 Have you ever felt the increased number of workers in cutting 
section helped to solve lead time problem? 

 

8 How should we start standardized production?  

9 Do you think partial standardization will solve the problem? 

For eg: standardizing most sold products 

 

10 From this analysed result of standard length what all will be best 
suitable for new production? 

 

11 Is there any other opinion missing from our questionnaire should 

be considered before doing this project? 

 

 

 

3 Appendix focus group 2 

Introduction  

 Welcomed interviewee 
 Description of roles 
 Described Agenda  
 Explained subjects to be covered 
 Secracy  
 Explained time structure 
 Enquire suggestions  

GENERAL INFORMATION 

1 Name of the company MOELVEN AB 

2 Sector - company function GLULAM MANUFACTURES 

3 Responsibility of participants PRODUCTION AND SALES 

4 Time required 90 min 

5 Number of participants 5 



 

 

1 Do you think these standard lengths will solve the problem to an 
extend? 

 

2 What all are your expectation in creating a simulation model?  

3 Are you ready to spend on some advanced simulation software’s 
in market which also could predict demand? 

 

4 Are you satisfied with the limited information which could be 
retrieved from excel? 

 

5 What features should we add in simulation model?  

6 Will this be a limitation in future?  

7 From your opinion how we should simulate the shift from 
customized production to standardized production? 

 

8 Should we include number of standard products to be produced 
if this much percentage is to be produced other than volume? 

 

9 What about the area of warehousing of old and new production?  

10 What will be the loss happening in standardized production with 
raw materials? 

 

11 What will be price structure, till what extend we could deliver 
the standard lengths to the customers? 

For eg: for length 4.5 can we deliver it with 6 meter since we 
don’t have 5 meter as standard 

 

12 Is there any other opinion missing from our questionnaire should 

be considered before doing this project? 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Appendix 4 Time study data 

 

Time for different number of cuts in each beam 

NO OF CUTS 1ST TRY 2ND TRY 3RD TRY 

1 80 secs 84 secs 79 secs 

2 107 secs 114 secs 110 secs 

3 140 secs 138 secs 139 secs 

4 170 secs 165 secs 168 secs 

 

Setup time for each cut 

TRIAL  TIME 

1ST 26 SEC 

2ND  24 SEC 

3RD  23 SEC 

 

Time consumed for material handling cranes 

 

TRIAL NO PICKING CRANE PLACING CRANE 

1 

PLACING CRANE 

2 

1 84 secs 45 secs .45 secs 

2 79 secs 43 secs .42 secs 

3 82 secs 50 secs .46 secs 
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